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Critical dynamics of cortical neurons have been intensively studied over the past decade. Neu-
ronal avalanches provide the main experimental as well as theoretical tools to consider criticality in
such systems. Experimental studies show that critical neuronal avalanches show mean-field behav-
ior. There are structural as well as recently proposed [Phys. Rev. E 89, 052139 (2014)] dynamical
mechanisms which can lead to mean-field behavior. In this work we consider a simple model of neu-
ronal dynamics based on threshold self-organized critical models with synaptic noise. We investigate
the role of high average connectivity, random long range connections, as well as synaptic noise in
achieving mean-field behavior. We employ finite-size scaling in order to extract critical exponents
with good accuracy. We conclude that relevant structural mechanisms responsible for mean-field
behavior cannot be justified in realistic models of the cortex. However, strong dynamical noise,
which can have realistic justifications, always leads to mean-field behavior regardless of the under-
lying structure. Our work provides a different (dynamical) origin than the conventionaly accepted
(structural) mechanisms for mean-field behavior in neuronal avalanches.
PACS numbers: 05.65.+b, 87.15.Zg, 87.19.L-, 89.75.Da
I. INTRODUCTION
The critical brain hypothesis is by now well supported
by experimental [1–10] as well as theoretical studies
[1, 11–16]. It is believed that the brain exists in an intri-
cate balance between ordered and disordered states much
like the standard critical point of a continuous phase
transition. Such a meta-stable state is believed to un-
derlie many novel properties of the brain including vari-
ability and/or adaptability [17], efficient information pro-
cessing [18], transmission and storage of information [19],
maximum sensitivity to sensory inputs [20, 21], among
others. One of the most important experimental evi-
dence in support of the critical brain hypothesis is the
observation of resting state neuronal avalanches whose
discovery was inspired by models of self-organized crit-
icality (SOC) where small perturbations can lead to a
wide range of events (avalanches) which exhibit scale-
invariant statistics, a hallmark of a system poised at the
critical point [22, 23]. Neuronal avalanches are observed
in cortical slice cultures of rat cortex [3, 4] and also the
spontaneous cortical activity of awake monkeys [6] using
electrode arrays recording, as well as the resting fMRI
[7], and MEG [8] recording over the entire human cortex.
It is believed that resting state neuronal avalanches are
well-modeled by threshold dynamics of SOC, where a lo-
cal instability will propagate through the system via lo-
cal connections to other threshold elements [22–25]. The
statistics of such events known as avalanches show scale-
invariant behavior (P (x) ∼ x−τx) both in size (x = s)
and duration (x = d). This has been well-established
both in experimental studies of neuronal avalanches and
numerical solutions of various sandpile models. However,
a certain important question remained unanswered. All
experimental results show τs ≈ 3/2 and τd ≈ 2.0 consis-
tent with a binary branching process which is the mean-
field solution of sandpile models [26, 27], but inconsistent
with actual values of all such models which exhibit ex-
ponents significantly smaller than such mean-field values
when put on a two dimensional lattice with local connec-
tivities. One might suspect that the high average connec-
tivity in cortical neurons is the reason for such mean-field
behavior. Another possible mechanism is the possibility
of long-range connections which can lead to small-world
effect in such networks with subsequent mean-field ex-
ponents [28]. A more recent and dynamical (as opposed
to structural) mechanism for observation of mean-field
exponents is synaptic noise in dynamics of connectivity
between neurons [29]. In this work we propose to find
which one of these mechanisms is more relevant in real
cortical networks by studying properties of SOC under
such circumstances.
It is worthwhile to point out that criticality of neuronal
dynamics has been at times a controversial issue [30, 31].
There are authors who have questioned the authenticity
of neuronal avalanches [32]. Furthermore, there are cer-
tain issues associated with reliability of the reported ex-
ponents in various experimental set-ups. For example, in
the original experiments of Beggs and Plenz [3] the finite
(and admittedly small) size of the multi-electrode arrays
used to record the avalanches and subsequently extract
the exponents, make the reported exponents somewhat
unreliable. Nonetheless, the wealth of experimental as
well as theoretical studies published in recent years have
gone far in providing a general picture where critical dy-
namics is generally believed to be a fundamental prop-
erty of neuronal dynamics. Our intention here is to take
the mean-field like behavior of neuronal avalanches as a
given, and seek to find the dominant mechanism which
2may lead to such a behavior. We also note that the gen-
eral topic of “structure vs. dynamics” in neuroscience is
an important topic of current interest with wider outlook
than the specific topic of criticality and should therefore
be of interest to the general field of neuroscience.
We therefore propose to study the stochastic parallel
Zhang (SPZ) model of SOC which can easily be inter-
preted as a simplified model of neuronal dynamics while
it succumbs to simple finite-size scaling devoid of com-
plications associated with various other sandpile models.
We consider a two-dimensional (2D) regular square lat-
tice and consider avalanche statistics of the model by
varying three parameters: the average connectivity (K),
the ratio of random long-range connections (q), and the
strength of dynamical synaptic noise (σ). We use finite-
size scaling in order to extract critical exponents of the
systems under study and look for transitions to mean-
field exponents as K, q, σ are varied from their standard
values of K = 4, q = 0 and σ = 0. We find that increas-
ing the average connectivity does not lead to mean-field
behavior as long as it remains local. In fact it does not
change the critical exponents at all. On the other hand
increasing q will clearly change the shape of avalanche
distribution functions leading to mean-field behavior for
large enough q. However, as we will argue the values
of q seen in simulations are not consistent with those
in the cortex. Moreover, the patterns of avalanches un-
der such conditions seem inconsistent with those seen in
real neuronal avalanches. On the other hand, the inclu-
sion of synaptic noise will always lead to mean-field be-
havior regardless of the structural background on which
avalanches take place. Our study therefore points to a dy-
namical origin as opposed to a structural origin of mean-
field behavior in neuronal avalanches.
The paper is structured as follows: in section II we will
motivate and discuss our model. Section III is devoted
to presentation of our numerical solution of the model
under various conditions. Finally, we will discuss our
conclusions in section IV.
II. THE MODEL
Neuronal dynamics is a threshold dynamics, i.e. the
electric potential of the membrane of a neuron must ex-
ceed a threshold value for that neuron to fire. Neurons
integrate charges that are gained via neuronal interac-
tions, until their membrane potential reaches a threshold
value where they fire and interact with their neighbors
through synaptic connections. This simplistic approach
to neuronal dynamics is the same as sandpile model of
SOC. In order to model the threshold dynamics of neu-
ronal avalanches, we use a sandpile model with a contin-
uous local variable (E), known as the stochastic parallel
Zhang (SPZ) sandpile model [33].
We define the SPZ sandpile model on a general network
with N nodes where every node i can interact with its
neighbors j. The number of neighbors of the node i is
Ki, and a binary adjacency matrix explicitly defines the
neighbors of every node. Dynamics of the SPZ model
on the network starts by random driving, i.e. a node
is chosen randomly and its energy, i.e. its membrane
potential, increases by δE, E → E + δE, where δE is
a randomly chosen number in the range [0, 0.25]. This
emulates a random external input to a neuron in the
cortex. The driving process continues until the energy of
a site reaches a threshold value, Eth = 1. In this state
the system is unstable, and the unstable node transfers
its energy to its neighbors, using the toppling rule
Ej → Ej + ǫjEi , Ei → 0 (1)
where ǫj are Ki annealed random numbers in the range
[0, 1], with the constraint
∑Ki
j=1 ǫj = 1, which guarantees
local conservation of energy. Toppling of a site increases
the energy of its neighbors and can therefore make them
unstable. The new unstable sites must topple by the
same toppling rule and this process continues until the
time that no unstable sites remain. The totality of this
relaxational process which starts with a single site insta-
bility is called an avalanche. When the system comes
into a stable state, random driving starts in order to per-
turb the system and start a new avalanche. The balance
between this slow driving (e.g. resting state) and dissipa-
tion at the open boundaries help keep the system near the
critical point despite the fact that the system is contin-
uously driven. The separation of time-scales along with
the above-mentioned local conservation are the essential
ingredients which self-organize the system to a critical
point where avalanche statistics show scale invariant be-
havior. The number of topplings (firings) in an avalanche
is defined as the size (s), and the number of time steps
as the duration (d) of an avalanche.
In the case of the noisy local dynamics [29] we change
the toppling rule to
Ej → Ej + ǫjEi + ηj , Ei → 0 (2)
where ηj is a randomly chosen annealed flat noise in the
range [−σ, σ] with zero mean value 〈η〉 = 0. When the
noise mean value is equal to zero, the energy of the sys-
tem is conserved on the average, but the strict local con-
servation can be broken due to the noisy dynamics. The
addition of this simple annealed noise is meant to emulate
the noisy random synaptic interaction between neurons.
In a previous work [29], we have shown that introducing
noise into the toppling rule does not destroy the critical-
ity of the system, but it changes the critical properties of
the system. We have shown that, with increasing σ the
critical exponents of the system will gradually increase
until they reach and saturate at their mean-field values
at σ ≈ 0.25 [29]. Our previous work showed such results
on regular rectangular two and three dimensional lattices
3of Ki = 2D, ∀i. It must be noted that we use a flat noise
in order to streamline our computer simulations.
In order to study the impact of the small-world ef-
fect on the mean-field behavior of the model we use the
Newman-Watts method [34] to build a network with the
small-world property. We start with a two dimensional
regular network with N nodes, every node interacts with
K neighbors. There exists NK/2 links in the system at
this step, then we start to add new random links to the
system, i.e. we add a link between two randomly chosen
nodes that are not already connected. The adding of new
links continues until the ratio of the random links equals
q.
We must note that, in the case of regular lattice if an
avalanche reaches the boundaries of the system the en-
ergy dissipates through the boundary sites and addition
of new links in the small-world networks does not change
the dissipative sites in our simulations.
Before closing this section we emphasize that the dy-
namics of SPZ model is a simplistic but perhaps adequate
model –within the usual minimalist approach to criti-
cal systems– of neuronal dynamics as the external inputs
lead to increase of membrane potential (E) and thus pos-
sible firing of a random neuron which subsequently resets
itself and leads to synaptic interaction with its neighbor-
ing neurons with random weights ǫj (see Eq.1). Addition
of annealed noise (Eq.2) is meant to mimic the random
effect of neurotransmitters available at the time of synap-
tic interaction. Note that the separation of time scales
implicit in the SPZ model is also relevant in neuronal
avalanches [18]. Therefore our proposed model is a self-
organizing model with threshold dynamics of a continu-
ous dynamical variable easily associated with membrane
potential of a neuron. It exhibits critical behavior which
can reliably be studied by finite-size scaling analysis un-
like many other SOC models which exhibit multi-scaling
and unusual finite-size scaling behavior [25]. It also easily
allows us to add synaptic noise. Another key point about
the present model is that it does not show mean-field crit-
ical exponents in its standard form (K = 4, q = 0, σ = 0),
see Table I. It therefore allows us to investigate in a physi-
cally meaningful way how the increase of such parameters
(in a neurologically motivated manner) will lead to the
mean-field behavior seen in the experiments. Clearly, a
model which generically produces mean-field exponents
cannot afford such an analysis.
III. RESULTS
In SOC systems like the sandpile models where the
system is critical, and consequently scale invariant, prob-
ability distribution functions of the size and duration
of avalanches, usually obey the simple scaling ansatz
P (x) ∼ x−τxf(x/Lβx) [25], in which x can be either s
or d, and f(x/Lβx) is a universal cutoff function that
arises from finite-size effects, where L is the linear size of
the system and βx is the finite-size exponent. In order
to confirm scale invariance and also to find the critical
exponents τx and the finite-size exponents βx, we use
a simple finite-size scaling method. In this method, if
P (x) is rescaled as P (x) → xτxP (x), and x → x/Lβx ,
then plots of the rescaled variables, i.e. xτxP (x) versus
x/Lβx , must collapse into a single universal curve for dif-
ferent values of L [35]. In some cases, like the upper
critical dimension of SPZ sandpile model [29], noisy local
dynamics in SPZ model [29], stochastic Manna model in
two dimensions [36], BTW model on scale free networks
[37] and its upper critical dimension (D=4) [38], there
exists a logarithmic correction to the scaling ansatz, and
it is written in the form P (x) ∼ x−τx [ln(x)]γxf(x/Lβx),
where we need an additional exponent, γx. In the pres-
ence of the logarithmic correction, P (x) must be rescaled
as P (x) → xτx [ln(x)]−γxP (x) to get good scaling col-
lapses.
FIG. 1: (Color online) The sites shown in red open circles
are the 40 neighbors of the central site colored in black on a
regular two dimensional lattice.
Theoretically, mean-field solutions are exact for a sys-
tem with all to all connectivity, or dimensionality greater
than the upper critical dimension where effectively fluc-
tuations become irrelevant [39]. In SOC systems it has
been shown that mean-field behavior is caused by topo-
logical as well as dynamical properties of the model. For
example, the BTW sandpile model on scale-free networks
exhibits mean-field behavior for the exponent of the de-
gree distribution function that are greater or equal to
three, i.e. P (K) ∼ K−α, α ≥ 3 [37]. This model also
shows mean-field behavior on random graphs [40], and
small-world networks with the probability of long-range
connections greater or equal to q = 0.1 [28]. Also as
4mentioned above, it has been shown that the noisy lo-
cal dynamics in the SPZ sandpile model leads to mean-
field results for strong enough noise level [29]. Topolog-
ical properties of neural networks, like high connectiv-
ity and small-world effects, are generally considered as
the reasons for observing the mean-field behavior in neu-
ronal avalanches, where the dynamics of the system can
be mapped to a random-neighbor theory or a branching
process, that are known to be mean-field solutions for
the SOC sandpile models [1, 4]. By analyzing the SOC
models with high local connectivity, small-world effects
and noisy local dynamics, we can find out which property
may play the main role in observing mean-field behavior
in actual neuronal avalanches.
K q σ τs βs τd γd βd
4 0.00 0.00 1.28(1) 2.76(2) 1.50(1) 0.00 1.53(1)
40 0.00 0.00 1.27(1) 2.70(2) 1.49(1) 0.00 1.46(2)
4 0.10 0.00 1.50(1) 2.00(2) 2.00(1) 0.50(5) 1.00(2)
40 0.10 0.00 1.50(1) 2.00(2) 2.00(1) 0.50(5) 1.00(2)
40 0.00 0.25 1.49(2) 4.0(1) 2.00(2) 0.70(8) 2.00(5)
40 0.005 0.25 1.51(2) 2.20(5) 2.01(2) 0.60(8) 1.00(5)
TABLE I: Exponents obtained from various finite-size scaling
collapses in this work. For details see the ensuing text and
figures.
The SPZ model in two dimensions, with nearest neigh-
bor interactions (K = 4), exhibits good finite-size scal-
ing collapses for size and duration of avalanches with the
critical exponents of τs = 1.28 and τd = 1.50 [33]. We
therefore propose to use finite-size scaling methods in or-
der to monitor the change of these critical exponents as
various parameters of our model are increased from their
standard value of K = 4, q = 0, σ = 0. We are par-
ticularly interested in the conditions under which such
exponents reach their mean-field values of τs = 3/2 and
τd = 2.0
To investigate the effects of increasing local connec-
tivity, we have simulated the SPZ model for a system
with high local connectivity (K = 40, see Fig.1). The
results for such large K system are shown in Fig.2 where
it is observed that increasing the local connectivities by
an order of magnitude does not significantly change the
critical exponents of the system (see Table I). In fact as
far as such connections remain “local”, one may expect
that the critical properties of such systems remain the
same when they can be regarded as “short-range” inter-
actions which should not effect the critical properties of
the system in the thermodynamic limit. We therefore
conclude that large average local connectivity cannot by
itself be responsible for mean-field behavior in neuronal
avalanches since despite large local connectivities in the
cortex (K ≈ 104), they are a significantly small part
of all possible connections of N ≈ 1010. Clearly, if one
keeps increasing K to levels comparable with N then one
expects to see mean-field exponents. But this is not a re-
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FIG. 2: Finite-size-scaling collapse for (a) size, and (b) du-
ration of avalanches for two dimensional SPZ model with
K = 40. Linear system sizes are L = 384, 512, 768, 1024. The
exponents obtained from the collapses are reported in Table
I. Insets show the uncollapsed data.
alistic limit and is not warranted by cortical samples used
to study neuronal avalanches.
Small-world property of networks can also lead to
mean-field behavior. We have therefore simulated the
SPZ model on the Newman-Watts small-world networks.
The initial networks before addition of new links are
square lattices in two dimensions with K = 4 or K = 40.
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FIG. 3: The y axis of the probability distribution functions of
the size of avalanches is rescaled by P (s)→ s1.5P (s) where a
horizontal flat part of the plots is an indication of the mean
field exponent (τs = 1.5). The systems are SPZ model with
(a) K = 4, and (b) K = 40, on Newman-Watts networks
with different values of q. Linear system size is L = 1024.
Comparing panels (a) and (b) we can conclude that mean-
field behavior of the system depends crucially on the value of
(q) and is not significantly effected by the value of K.
In Fig.3 we have plotted s1.5P (s) versus s, for differ-
ent values of q, so that the flat horizontal portion of the
plots is an indication of the mean-field behavior. Mean-
field behavior expands over the entire range of data by
increasing q, and the curves saturate for q ≥ 0.1, i.e.
they do not change by increasing q above 0.1, in both
cases of K = 4 and K = 40. The probability distribu-
tion functions of avalanche sizes, for 0 < q < 0.1, can
be divided into four regions (for an indicative example
see Fig.4): in the first region (s < s0) P (s) does not
change behavior by increasing q [41], over the second re-
gion (s0 < s < sb) regular 2D exponents are observed,
the third region (sb < s < sc) corresponds to the mean-
field behavior, and the forth region (s & sc) is the finite-
size cutoff region. The values of s0, sb and sc are obtained
using the method explained in Fig.4. As it is shown in
Fig.5, sb decreases by increasing q and for q & 0.1 sat-
urates at the value of sb ≈ s0 ≈ 10
2 where mean-field
behavior dominates the entire power-law range of data
(s0 < s < sc) [42]. Finite-size scaling collapses in Fig.6
and Fig.7 for size and duration of avalanches confirms
the same values of mean-field exponents τs = 1.50 and
τd = 2.00 for the two cases of K = 4 and K = 40 with
q = 0.1, see Table.I.
Here the important point is that regardless of the av-
erage connectivity of the system the mean-field behav-
ior emerges, over the entire possible range of data, if at
least 10 percent of the links in the network are random
long-range links. Therefore, if the mean-field exponents
observed in neuronal avalanche experiments are only the
result of small-world properties of the neural network in
the region of interest of the brain then a considerable
ratio of the links (q = 0.1) in that region should be
long-ranged. To date our information about the struc-
tural network of the brain of mammals is very incomplete
[43], but we know that the links of the neurons in the
cerebral cortex, where neuronal avalanches are measured
in experiments, are mostly short ranged and the prob-
ability of connections as a function of connection range
is an exponentially decaying function [44]. This expo-
nentially decaying probability of connectivities, e−r/λ,
between cortical neurons introduces a length scale (λ)
where the likelihood of connectivity much larger than it
becomes negligible. Given the above results for high local
connectivity (K = 40) along with small value of q . 0.01
(see Fig.3(b)), one is led to believe that structural prop-
erties of cortical connections can not sufficiently describe
the consistent and robust mean-field behavior observed
in neuronal avalanches.
Another key observation against the role of long-range
connections as a source of mean-field behavior in neu-
ronal avalanches is the local, connected, wavelike spread-
ing of instabilities seen in the experiments [8]. However,
in our simulations with considerable amount of random
connections (q ≈ 0.1), a local instability is instanta-
neously transmitted via long-range links to other parts
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FIG. 4: Behavior of the SPZ model on a Newman-Watts network with L = 1024, q = 0.005, σ = 0.00 and K = 40 is analyzed.
The probability distribution function of avalanche sizes P (s) is plotted versus s (square symbols). We use a simple regression
analysis in which a line with slope −1.27 (solid line), corresponding to simple 2D behavior, and a line with slope −1.5 (dashed
line), corresponding to mean-field behavior, are fitted to the probability distribution function over the possible ranges of data.
It is clear that in the range s < s0 ≈ 100 the curve exhibits a different behavior from the two above-mentioned cases [41]. The
slope of the curve in the range s0 < s < sb ≈ 3550 is equal to −1.27, and in the range sb < s < sc ≈ 1.5 × 10
6 the mean-field
behavior is observed. A cutoff in the curve which is due to finite-size effects is seen for s > sc. The value of sb is obtained by
finding the crossing point of the dashed and the solid line.
of system thus leading to multiple disconnected regions
of instability, the sum of which counts as one avalanche
since they have all been initiated by one instability at the
seeding site.
Mean-field behavior can also be the result of noisy lo-
cal dynamics in the SPZ model. It has been shown that
SPZ model on a two and three dimensional square lattice
with nearest neighbor interactions exhibit mean-field ex-
ponents for σ & 0.23 [29]. In order to study the effects
of the noisy dynamics on a system with high local con-
nectivity (K = 40), we have plotted s1.5P (s) versus s
for different values of σ in Fig.8(a). We can see that the
system approaches mean-field behavior (flat line) as σ is
increased saturating at about σ ≈ 0.25, where finite-size
scaling collapses of Fig.9 confirm the mean-field values
of τs ≈ 1.5, and τd ≈ 2.00 for the critical exponents
(see Table.I). We note that noisy local dynamics, regard-
less of the value of K, can result in mean-field behavior
for strong enough noise level. Therefore, this value of
σ ≈ 0.25 which leads to mean-field behavior does not
depend on the connectivity (K) or dimension of the un-
derlying structure [29].
The amount of noise necessary to observe mean-field
behavior is relatively large (σ ≈ 0.25). One may
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FIG. 5: The systems are SPZ model with (a) K = 4, and
(b) K = 40, on Newman-Watts networks. The linear system
size is L = 1024. Both plots show sb as a function of q that
saturates at the value of s0 ≈ 10
2 for q & 0.1. The methods
of obtaining s0 and sb is explained in Fig.4
think that the observed mean-field behavior in neu-
ronal avalanches may be a result of combination of small
amount of q as well as largeK and a consequently smaller
amount of noise. In order to test this we have simulated
a system with q = 0.005 and K = 40 for various noise
levels, see Fig.8(b). In the absence of noise (σ = 0.0)
one sees a two dimensional behavior for s < sb ≈ 3550
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FIG. 6: Finite-size-scaling collapse for (a) size, and (b) dura-
tion of avalanches for the SPZ model on the Newman-Watts
network with K = 4 and q = 0.1. Linear system sizes are
L = 384, 512, 768, 1024. The exponents obtained from the
collapses are reported in Table I. Note that for duration log-
arithmic correction results in a better collapse. Insets show
the uncollapsed data.
and a mean-field behavior for sb < s < sc ≈ 1.5 × 10
6.
As can be seen from the figure (and more accurately ver-
ified in Fig.10) one still needs a large amount of noise
(σ ≈ 0.25) in order to observe mean-field behavior across
the relevant range of data [45]. This leads us to believe
that noise is the key source of mean-field behavior in neu-
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FIG. 7: Finite-size-scaling collapse for (a) size, and (b) dura-
tion of avalanches for the SPZ model on the Newman-Watts
network with K = 40 and q = 0.1. Linear system sizes are
L = 384, 512, 768, 1024. The exponents obtained from the
collapses are reported in Table I. Note that for duration log-
arithmic correction results in a better collapse. Insets show
the uncollapsed data.
ronal avalanches. This is so because as we have shown
the structural properties necessary for mean-field behav-
ior (large K and q) are decoupled from the dynamical
properties (large σ), and that such structural properties
(K ∼ N or q ≥ 0.1) do not seem to be validated by
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FIG. 8: The y axis of the probability distribution functions
of the avalanche sizes are rescaled by P (s)→ s1.5P (s), where
a horizontal flat part of the plots is an indication of the mean
field exponent τs = 1.5 (slight deviation from mean-field ex-
ponent is due to finite-size effects). The systems are SPZ
models with K = 40 (a) on a two dimensional regular net-
work, and (b) Newman-Watts network with q = 0.005. Linear
system size corresponding to both plots is L = 1024. Com-
paring panels (a) and (b) we can conclude that, in both cases
of small-world and regular networks, mean-field behavior over
the entire range of data emerges at the same value of the noise
level (σ ≈ 0.25).
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FIG. 9: Finite-size-scaling collapse for (a) size, and (b) du-
ration of avalanches for two dimensional Noisy SPZ model
with K = 40, and σ = 0.25. Linear system sizes are
L = 384, 512, 768, 1024. The exponents obtained from the
collapses are reported in Table I. Note that for duration log-
arithmic correction results in a better collapse. Insets show
the uncollapsed data.
experimental observations.
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FIG. 10: Finite-size-scaling collapse for (a) size, and (b) du-
ration of avalanches for the noisy SPZ model on the Newman-
Watts network with K = 40, q = 0.005, and σ = 0.25. Linear
system sizes are L = 384, 512, 768, 1024. The exponents ob-
tained from the collapses are reported in Table I. Note that
for duration logarithmic correction results in a better collapse.
Insets show the uncollapsed data.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The aim of the present work is to provide a systematic
investigation into the origin of mean-field behavior ob-
served in neuronal avalanches, occurring in resting state
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of various samples of the cortex, within the context of
self-organized critical models. In order to do this we
have modified a previously studied model of SOC and
have given it neurobiological motivation and have added
synaptic noise. While our conclusions are strictly true for
the specific model we have studied, we believe that they
are sufficiently general. However, it might be of interest
to undertake similar analysis in a more realistic model of
neuronal dynamics. Consequently, three leading causes
have been identified and investigated: high average con-
nectivity, random long-range connections, and synaptic
noise. The first two are structural causes while the last
(recently proposed) mechanism has a dynamical origin.
We have modeled our neuronal dynamics based on the
simple threshold dynamics of continuous variables which
upon firing redistribute a random portion of their load
into their predefined neighbors. This is known as the
SPZ model in the SOC literature. We have also added
noise into this dynamics and have studied the effect of
increasing average connectivity (K), random long-range
links (q), and synaptic noise (σ) on the critical behavior
of this model. We find that although increasing K and q
to arbitrary large values will lead to mean-field behavior,
the typical values required to achieve this are not born
out by empirical evidence in neurocortical samples. On
the other hand, large enough noise will always lead to
mean-field behavior regardless of the underlying struc-
ture. Large annealed noise can be well-justified specially
when one considers chemical synapses which are medi-
ated by neurotransmitters. Such processes are thought
to strongly depend on many factors including the type
and amount of neurotransmitters available at the time
of synaptic interaction which can show a wide variabil-
ity (i.e. large σ). We have therefore provided evidence
for dynamical origin of mean-field behavior as opposed
to conventionally accepted structural mechanisms. Our
conclusion becomes more compelling when one consid-
ers that studies of cortical samples show that connection
probability is of the form e−r/λ which provides a strong
evidence for locality of synaptic interactions thus indi-
cating that the structural requirements to observe mean-
field behavior (K ∼ N , or q & 0.1) seem unlikely. We
have therefore provided strong evidence that a dynamical
origin for mean-field behavior should be seriously con-
sidered in future studies, as opposed to focusing only
on structural mechanisms. In particular, avalanches in
different universality classes have different avalanche ex-
ponents in 2D, yet they yield the characteristic values
τs = 3/2 and τd = 2 in mean-field theory. Hence, we
might expect a similar crossover from 2D exponents to
mean-field exponents in these other models. The details
of this crossover could potentially be different in each of
these models; thus, for a full understanding of this effect,
it would be of interest to perform similar studies in other
models of neuronal avalanches.
Furthermore, branching processes are often used in or-
der to describe the mechanism of neuronal avalanches
which, by the way, lead to mean-field exponents. We note
that an avalanche can only be mapped into a branching
process if each site becomes unstable only once in the
process, i.e. return loops must not occur. In the SOC
jargon, area and size of the avalanche must be the same,
which only occur at upper critical dimension but not in
two or three dimensional systems. A careful inspection
of multi-electrode arrays, MEG, or fMRI images of neu-
ronal avalanches show that in some cases a given “site”
can fire more than once in an avalanche process thus
making a branching process suspect [46]. Also, given the
fact that neuronal avalanches consist of wavelike growing
“connected” regions, one can also conclude that small-
world structure cannot be significant in these processes
since when q is appreciable avalanches break into many
disconnected pieces, inconsistent with empirical observa-
tions [8]. The above points provide further evidence that
conventional modeling of neuronal avalanches which lead
to mean-field exponents are problematic and need to be
reconsidered, leading further credit to motivations of the
present study.
Finally, we provide some commentary on the noise in
our system. Why should strong noise lead to mean-field
behavior? The role of a large amplitude, annealed, zero-
average noise is essentially to subtract from (or add to)
the standard load of an unstable site at a given time,
but due to zero average, must make that up sooner or
later as the avalanche continues. This is essentially the
same as subtracting a certain amount from a given site
and adding that same amount to some random site at
some later time. This is a random neighbor model which
is well-known to provide mean-field behavior [47]. We
note that this argument is independent of the particu-
lar dynamics used in the model and should be generally
true. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that one
might expect that increasing the values of K and q (e.g.
K = 40, q = 0.005) might have lowered the required
noise level (σ ≈ 0.25) in order to see mean-field expo-
nents. This was not the case in our simulations, indi-
cating a decoupling in dynamical and structural mech-
anisms for achieving mean-field behavior. We therefore
believe that stochastic dynamics is the key element of
mean-field behavior observed in neuronal avalanches, re-
gardless of the actual critical neuronal dynamics (SPZ
or otherwise) used, as observation of mean-field behavior
has been seen in BTW model with noise [48] and more
recently in SIRS model [49]. It would be interesting to
see if our results are general enough so that stochastic
local dynamics will lead to mean-field behavior. And if
so, it would be interesting to justify such crossover using
quantitative analysis (for example exponent relations) as
opposed to conceptual qualitative reasoning given above.
However, we emphasize that the structural, and we be-
lieve, the dynamical mechanisms considered here are suf-
ficient to lead to mean-field behavior once their corre-
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sponding values (K, q, σ) are large enough independent of
one another, and more importantly, independent of the
actual local dynamics at the sites. Therefore, it should
be interesting to find out which one of these mechanisms
is the dominant effect in various avalanche phenomena
that exhibit mean-field behavior.
Lastly, we note that in certain studies of neuronal
avalanches [5] some samples showed critical behavior,
while others showed sub or supercritical behavior. This
could easily be achieved in our model by increasing (su-
per critical) or decreasing (sub critical) the average noise
from its standard zero value [29]. Since criticality is gen-
erally viewed as a result of intricate balance between ex-
citation and inhibition [50], our zero average noise can be
viewed as a mechanism which maintains such a balance
while allowing for its possible violation which might be
due to external as well as internal origins, as for exam-
ple, imbalance of various neurotransmitters. Clearly, the
inclusion of the role of inhibition in a direct way within
the present model is of interest for future work and we
intend to report on that elsewhere.
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